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Abstract. In the context of an industrial application for securing
identity cards, image watermarking is used to verify the integrity and
authenticity of images printed on plastic cards support. In this area the
watermark must survive image modifications related to print-and-scan
process and the degradations submitted by ID cards through its life-
time. In this work various card durability attacks were studied (bending,
scratches, color fading) as well as some additional other attacks that re-
flects other possible attacks in the given industrial context. The ID im-
ages were watermarked by a new Fourier watermarking method based on
print/scan counterattacks (blurring correction and colors restorations)
that allows improvement of the robustness of the watermarking method.
Results show a noticeable increase of the overall performances of the
Fourier watermarking method against durability attacks that is suitable
in the context of the industrial application of interest.

Keywords: cards durability; print/scan; DFT watermarking; counter-
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1 Introduction

Security is one of the highest challenges of access control system based on Smart
cards. The development of technology and image processing play a major role
in security process. In this context, digital watermarking is used to verify the
integrity and authenticity of a portrait of the holder, printed on cards support
[1,2].

Digital watermarking is information intelligently embedded in the host data
such that an unauthorized party cannot use this document[3,4], The specifica-
tion of watermarking schemes depends on their usage scenario and there is no
ideal solution able to match with all requirements with 100% of efficiency while
being fast, secure, imperceptible and robust. For ID card applications, the essen-
tials requirements for digital watermarking are the robustness to printing and
scanning attacks, and the robustness to the cards durability attacks.

Cards durability is a key factor in ID card application field. Indeed, the cards
and ID images must be resistant to both normal and extreme usage conditions
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such as being left in an overheated parked car or bent in a wallet or pocket.
Cards durability groups all possible aggressions that can be submitted by the
card along its lifetime (bending, scratches, and color fading) [1]. The water-
marks embedded in the ID images do not have to be altered through the ID
card lifetime, which can be up to 10 years [7]. Improvements in performance of
watermarking schemes can be then obtained by understanding the attacks to
select the most appropriate domain insertion and optimize the embedding and
retrieval processes. Several studies have been launched to develop and look at
the influences of various overlays and core films used for card production on the
color changes over time due to the ageing of the cards [5]. In [6], they showed
that the choice of card body material can influence the available options for
printing and finishing, which can affect the eventual durability of the finished
cards. However, there is a lack of study of the influence of durability attacks on
watermarked image.

This paper is interested in the capability of watermarking techniques to pro-
tect pictures printed on plastic card and the resistance of the watermark to the
print/scan and durability attacks. In order to attest the robustness of the water-
mark to these attacks, a series of degradations have been established to simulate
durability attacks. In this work, series of degradations that reflects the cards
durability were applied to the printed/scanned images. Additional attacks are
used also to evaluate the robustness of the watermark such as JPEG compression,
additive Gaussian white noise AGWN, histogram equalization and multiple wa-
termarks. The watermark is embedded in ID images using a new watermarking
method based on Fourier transform and print-and-scan counterattacks. These
counterattacks are within two stage, blurring corrections and color restoration.
The details of the watermarking method are already accepted in [8]. This paper
will thus provide only the outline of the method.

The paper is organized as follow: section 2 describes the attacks related to the
card durability and additional attacks. Section 3 presents briefly the proposed
watermarking method and print-and-scan counterattacks. Section 4 shows the
experimental results. The conclusion is described in the final section.

2 Card Durability Attacks and Additional Attacks

The watermark is embedded in the digital image of ID card, and then it can be
extracted from the physical ID by scanning the image [2]. As shown in Fig.1, the
input image is introduced into the watermarking process with the watermark
and other watermarking parameters. The watermarked image is subjected to
natural degradation linked the print/scan attacks and the card durability. The
block of attacks includes attacks studied after the print/scan operation that
simulates ID card durability. There are many kinds of durability attacks such
as color fading, dust, and scratches. . . All these attacks appear during the use of
the card and may prevent the marks detection during the integrity verification
or authentication of the ID card.

Recently in [8], we have proposed a watermarking method which consists
on pretreatments that places the image in a favorable context for the mark
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Fig. 1. Watermarking and detection process

extraction. In which, we studied its behavior against the Print/Scan attack. In
this work, we show the advantages of this watermarking method and their main
limitations against card durability. This section, described the most important
attacks linked to cards durability.

2.1 Card Durability Attacks

Most ID card personalization features such as photos, text, logos, bar codes. . . , are
regularly exposed to a variety of potentially destructive elements that can degrade
printed images [6]. Essentially, secure documents do not have to be altered through
the ID document lifetime, which can be up to 10 years. ID documents also promote
the image of the issuing authority and it is important that the document does not
need to be reissued before its expected end of validity [7].

In this work, the print-and-scan attacks are completely integrated into the
watermarking process. The card durability is simulated by a series of attacks
that can be classified in two categories: mechanical and photometrical.

Mechanical Attacks: The most important degradation of card durability is
the amount of times the card is inserted into a reader. This can be a result of per-
sistent bending or flexing of the card, this degradation leads to the characteristic
”barrel” shape. The barrel distortion model [9] is:

au = ad(1 + ka2d) (1)

where au and ad are radial distances in an undistorted and in a distorted image
respectively, and k is the distortion parameter.

The card and ID image will also suffer from dust, scratches, or artifacts due
to the non-protected use of the card. This kind of attacks can be simulated by:

1. Adding an impulsive noise;
2. Adding lines randomly in the image: It is not possible to simulate all the di-

mensions, sizes, and orientations of image scratches. That is why we decided
to draw various verticals lines randomly in the image to simulate this type
of deterioration;
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3. Removed random parts from the images: This modification of the image
results in removal of part of the image. We observe a hole in the image. The
tests performed are based on cut a square of dimensions N × N pixels of
the image. This test is performed with different sizes of cutting and cutting
different places;

Fig.2 shows the results of this type of attacks on an image.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Example of mechanical attacks, Original image (a), Impulse noise (b), 8 lines
added (c), 5% removed from the image (d)

Photometrical Attacks: A phenomenon of color fading (or photo-degradation)
occurs when the card is exposed to sunlight for a long time. This degradation in-
troduces a saturation decreasing and hue modification of ID images. This degra-
dation can be delayed by different means (e.g. film UV protection on the image),
but there will always be a color change. The simulation of color fading consists
in converting the image from RGB to HSI color space then decreasing through
the saturation value, increasing the hue value and converting back the image to
RGB color space. Fig.3 shows the result of this type of the attack.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Original image (a) and image after color fading (b)

2.2 Additional attacks

In other cases, the watermark must survive degradations, after print-and-scan
process, due to the transmission process such as additive noise, malicious ma-
nipulations and unintentional processing.

In this work, the robustness of the watermark is evaluated using some kinds
of unintentional manipulations such as JPEG compression, additive Gaussian
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noise, and some malicious manipulations such as histogram equalization, rota-
tion and multiple watermarking. The last attack consists in embedding another
watermark to the printed and scanned images using a blind spatial watermarking
as described in [3]. The strength of watermarking was varied in order to reach
the limit of the first watermark robustness. Fig.4 shows the results of this type
of the attacks.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. Example of additional attacks, Original image (a), AGWN noise (b), Multiple
watermarking (c), Histogram equalization (d)

3 Watermarking Method and Print-and-Scan
Counterattacks

3.1 Watermarking Method

According to [10,11], the watermark is embedded in ID image using a water-
marking method based on Fourier transform. The embedding process consists
on the following steps: First, luminance values of the cover work are transformed
in the Fourier domain. Then the watermark as a pseudo-random sequence of N
binary elements is inserted in the magnitude coefficients along a circle of radius
r, which can be expressed with this equation:

Mw(x, y) = M0(x, y) + α×W (x, y) (2)

where Mw is the magnitude of the watermarked DFT coefficient, M0 is the
original one, α is the strength parameter, and (x, y) are image coordinates in
the frequency domain.

Finally, the colored watermarked image is reconstructed by applying the in-
verse DFT to obtain the luminance of the watermarked image from which color
image is recovered using the unmodified chrominance components. The peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used to evaluate the quality of watermarked im-
ages. PSNR values above 40 dB indicate almost invisible degradation and values
below 30 dB indicate high degradation [12]. For these reasons, 40 dB is chosen
here to watermark images.

In the detection process a blind detector scheme is performed using only
the watermarked image and the watermark W . Before watermark detection,
the DFT is applied to image luminance. Fourier coefficients are extracted from
the magnitude along the radius r. The normalized cross-correlation is computed
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between the extracted coefficients F and the sequence W of the watermark. As
a rotation could occur during the print-and-scan process, the maximum of the
normalized cross-correlation CMax is to be estimated as follow:

CMax = Max1<j<N (

N−1∑

i=0

(W (i)− W̄ )(F (i + j)− F̄ )

√
N−1∑

i=0

(W (i)− W̄ )2
N−1∑

i=0

(F (i + j)− F̄ )2

) (3)

where N is the sequence length, W̄ and F̄ are the mean of the watermark and
extracted Fourier coefficients, respectively.

If the maximum value of the normalized cross-correlation exceeds a threshold
t, the watermark is considered as detected; else the watermark is not detected.
To avoid the false positive detection for a given database, the threshold value t
is chosen greater than the highest detection value of the unwatermarked images
[11].

3.2 Print-and-Scan Counterattacks

The print-and-scan attack reduces the information contained in the high frequen-
cies of an image, and produces images with different colors from the original ones.
The best defense to this process is to counterattack. The print-and-scan attacks
are considered as a linear filter with additive noise, which introduces blurring
in the output images, in addition to a non-linear function that lead to the color
distortions.

The Wiener filter is used for counterattack image blurring, since the print-and-
scan channel parameters can be assessed. This filter is expressed in the frequency
domain by:

F = G
H∗

|H |2 + 1
SNR

(4)

F and G are the Fourier transforms of the corrected and degraded images, re-
spectively. And H represents the Fourier transform of the impulse response h,
H∗ is the complex conjugate of H . The SNR (signal to noise ratio) is equal to
P/Pn, with P and Pn are the power of the image and the power of the noise,
respectively. The Wiener filter requires the impulse response h and the SNR
which can be measured from the print-and-scan channel.

For color distortions counterattack, the non linear color transfer functions are
computed for R, G and B color components. The first step consists in printing
and scanning 246 colors chosen to be representative of the colors in ID images,
especially skin and hair colors. The transfer functions of the RGB components
are estimated using a 4-order polynomial curve [13]. The inverse functions can
be estimated from which 1D lookup tables (LUT) are created. Finally the lookup
tables are used for restoring color in printed and scanned images.
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4 Results

To evaluate the robustness of the watermark to card durability and additional
attacks, 100 ID images are selected from PICS databases [14]. The images were
watermarked then printed on plastic card support using a card printer Fargo Per-
sona C25. Printed images were scanned using a flatbed scanner HP ScanJet. The
series of degradations described previously were applied to the 100 watermarked
and 100 non-watermarked images after the print-and-scan process.

Table 1. Detection rate for a fixed threshold (t = 0.3) after various attacks

Attacks Without counterattacks With counterattacks

Barrel distortion (k = 0.01) 92% 100%
Barrel distortion (k = 0.02) 81.5% 96%
Barrel distortion (k = 0.03) 71.5% 83.5%
Barrel distortion (k = 0.04) 58.5% 67.5%
2 lines added 93% 99%
4 lines added 92.5% 99%
8 lines added 91% 97%
16 lines added 84.5% 83.5%
Impulsive noise 2% 57.5 (75.51)% 52.5 (97.51)%
1% removed from the image 84% 99.5%
2% removed from the image 83% 99%
3% removed from the image 81% 99%
4% removed from the image 79% 97.5%
5% removed from the image 67% 95.5%
Color Fading 87.5% 99%
JPEG (90%) 93% 100%
JPEG (80%) 89% 99.5%
JPEG (70%) 83.5% 99.5%
JPEG (60%) 78% 98.5%
JPEG (50%) 74% 95.5%
JPEG (40%) 66% 91.5%
AGWN (σ2 = 6.5, 40dB) 91 (912)% 98.5 (99.52)%
AGWN (σ2 = 20, 35dB) 88.5 (88.52)% 96.5 (99.52)%
AGWN (σ2 = 65, 30dB) 81.5 (822)% 72 (942)%
Multiple Watermarks(40dB) 87.5% 95%
Multiple Watermarks(35dB) 81% 88.5%
Multiple Watermarks(30dB) 70.5% 69%
Histogram equalization 79% 87.5%
Rotation 30◦ 79.5% 97%
Rotation -30◦ 80% 98.5%

The detection rate was determined after images were subjected to an attack.
The value of the detection threshold was set to t = 0.3. This value was chosen

1 Median filter (3x3).
2 Gaussian filter.
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because the highest detection value of the non-watermarked set of images was
0.28, thus this reduces false positive detection for the given dataset.

Test results are listed in Table 1, the first column gives the name of attacks
and their parameters. The second column presents the detection rate for the
fixed threshold. The third depicts the detection rate using the print-and-scan
counterattacks. However, results shows for the most cases of attacks that the
print-and-scan counterattacks improve the detection rate. We have observed
that the proposed counterattacks have negative impact on impulsive noise and
AGWN noise. This negative impact can be explained by the fact that images de-
convolution in general increases high frequencies corresponding to the noise. To
reduce noises we apply two kinds of filters; Median filter for impulsive noise and
Gaussian filter for AGWN noise. Results show an improvement of the method
performance.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents an evaluation of watermark robustness to the print-and-
scan and card durability attacks in the context of an industrial application that
concerns securing identity images printed on plastic medium. To deal with print-
and-scan attacks, print-and-scan counterattacks were applied before the detec-
tion step within 2 stages; blurring corrections and color restoration. A series of
degradations have been established to simulate the aggressions submitted by ID
cards. These attacks are applied to printed and scanned images, in order to con-
firm the robustness of the watermark to the card durability. Results shows that
the print-and-scan counterattacks improved the detection rate for most attacks.
Moreover, the method is fast and simple and thus can be used in the context of
securing images printed on ID cards.
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